Appendix E

Concord Pike (US 202) Corridor
Master Plan
Public Comments

Randi Novakoff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Monday, September 24, 2018 12:15 PM
Randi Novakoff
A comment from Peg Tracy

A form has been submitted on September 24, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP 196.52.2.108]
TIP

Your
Name

Peg Tracy

Email

Address

Type
Comment
Here

I would like to see the McDonald's fiasco resolved. That is, their overflow traffic on to
Rt. 202 is a human hazard. Additionally, the overdevelopment of the Brandywine
Hundred is another MAJOR concern.

1

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from amy davis
Saturday, August 11, 2018 2:59:59 PM

A form has been submitted on August 11, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP
73.165.216.30]
TIP

Your
Name

amy davis

Email
Address
Type
Comment
Here

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

plant evergreen trees and shrubs all along 202 plant trees in the
Fairfax Shopping Center so we can park our cars in the shade on hot
days

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from Salvatore Saputo
Monday, November 05, 2018 12:15:10 PM

A form has been submitted on November 5, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP
73.165.215.183]
TIP

Your
Name

Salvatore Saputo

Email
Address

Cassell Ct. Wilmington, DE 19803

Type
Comment
Here

I need a safe way to walk from the Village of Brandywine to the
Metro Dinner on the other side of Rt. 202.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from David Good
Saturday, November 03, 2018 7:47:46 PM

A form has been submitted on November 3, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP
100.14.222.8]
TIP

Your
Name

David Good

Email
Address

Boxwood Dr., Wilmington, De

Type
Comment
Here

There needs to be two north bound side gas stations on 202. The gas
station on the NE corner of will soon be put out of business by Wawa
Currently the south bound side is controlled by Wawa, which
possesses a virtual Monopoly on the 202 corridor. The zoning must
allow for equal scale competion facilities to the Wawas. The locations
should be accessible and desirable locations.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from Katie
Saturday, November 10, 2018 12:16:54 PM

A form has been submitted on November 10, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP
73.165.216.177]
TIP

Your
Name

Katie

Email
Address

Type
Comment
Here

We do NOT need more stores, more houses, more apartments or
restaurants! 202 already does not move too high traffic already!
NEED more open space start a public or private even better fund to
buy land to keep open! Lets make capano an offer! We do not need
more of anything! Concord mall is already failing every retail expert
predicts more and more ecommerce and less infrastructure and yet
we keep buiding idiotic strip malls!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CHARLES WAGNER
Randi Novakoff
Questions / Concerns Nov 14 Meeting Route 202
Monday, November 12, 2018 9:48:05 AM

I am looking forward to the meeting on Nov 14.
In reading the previous report that was completed in Jan 17, there were several items that I
might have missed in the report that could be brought up Wednesday.
My primary concern is infrastructure and first responders. EMS personal are severely inhibited
by the lack of infrastructure now. Simply put EMS calls have skyrocketed and due to the Route
202 gridlock, EMS responders find it increasingly difficult to navigate 202, and the feeder
roads around 202. Something has to be done now .
As I live in the community I mentioned to Dave Gula and he said it could be looked at it for
Wednesdays meeting is the congestion at the McDonalds on 202. Cars are frequently backed
up on 202 to go through the drive in. The result has been many accidents and road rage. Dave
mentionedthat he would look into it.
An additional concern that has come up in the last three weeks is 0.9 mile stretch of Murphy
Road between 202 and Foulk Road. I think Deldot has a preliminary plan but the residents who
attend would like to know what that is.
Finally, what is the environmental impact of the Route 202 corridor plan. Route 202 is next to
the First State National Park. I am stream steward and many of the streams I monitor are
adjacent to 202. To be blunt, the streams are dying. If a comment or documentation could be
provided at the meeting, it would be helpful.
As mentioned, in viewing the 73 page document I might have missed the concerns mentioned
above.
Thank you  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from Shannon McCleary
Monday, November 19, 2018 6:49:12 PM

A form has been submitted on November 19, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP 100.19.61.98]
TIP

Your
Name

Shannon McCleary

Email
Address

Type
Comment
Here

We desperately need a street car/trolley/train going up and down 202 and into Wilmington or
parallel to 202 or above 202 -wherever it will fit! Many cities have built new infrastructure for
street cars with great success. See this article:
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.curbed.com/platform/amp/2017/1/19/14329212/streetcarurban-transportation-rail
Millennials, employees and employers want this very badly! Thank you!
Shannon McCleary

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from Michele Greene
Thursday, November 15, 2018 3:53:25 PM

A form has been submitted on November 15, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP
172.56.29.196]
TIP

Your
Name

Michele Greene

Email
Address
Type
Comment
Here

Teenagers have no public/commercial activities on the Corridor. How
about a bowling alley on the lowerpart near the ice skating rink with
access by bicycle trails and busses.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnovakoff@wilmapco.org
Randi Novakoff
A comment from Karl Kramer
Wednesday, November 21, 2018 4:04:45 PM

A form has been submitted on November 21, 2018, via: http://www.wilmapco.org/202-2/ [IP
76.99.196.117]
TIP

Your
Name

Karl Kramer

Email
Address

Type
Comment
Here

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

1) Reduce cut throuh traffic on Woodrow Ave to Shipley and Fairfax.
2) Make Sharpless Rd one way street headed south between
Mcdaniel and Woodrow to reduce cut through traffic. Sharpless is
parallel to Concord pike and is not wide enough to handle the cut
through traffic. Happy to discuss live -Karl 302 521 4930
3) Charcoal Pit exit to Woodrow Ave and to 202 North is dangerous.
4) No crosswalk at Woodrow and Concord Pike

Claire Lamberth
Randi Novakoff
Concord Pike Master Plan Public Comment
Saturday, December 01, 2018 1:58:51 PM

Name: Claire Lamberth
Email:
Message: I am concerned about how the I 95 revamp will affect the 202 project.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Beverley Baxter
Randi Novakoff
RE: Site not working
Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:51:50 PM
image001.png

Thanks, Randy. What I wrote on the website that wouldn’t send:
The last time 202 was "improved," the 202 intersection with Murphy Road was made
far worse for East-bound traffic on Murphy Rd. The out-of-state engineers who
didn't use the intersection made the left lane Left-turn only, which accommodates
a fraction of the traffic using the intersection. The center lane is through traffic
only, which is fine. But the Right lane is through and Right-turn, which denies
Right turns for so much of the traffic using the intersection until the green through
light. There is always a longer backup in the Right lane because through traffic
denies right-turn only traffic from turning Right when North-bound traffic thins.
Then, when Right-turning traffic finally gets to move, it immediately runs into red
lights on North-bound 202, timed to the 202/Murphy intersection. It would be SO
much more efficient if the E-bound Murphy Rd Left lane at 202 would be Left-turn
and through and the Right-lane Right-turn only.
To add: I just returned from turning at the Murphy Road/202 intersection to attend a
meeting on Concord Pike and at the red light there were 6 cars in front of me in the Right
lane, 2 in the Left-Turn-Only lane, and NOT ONE CAR in the center through lane. Before
the light turned green, two cars cut through the Gulf Station to get to N-bound 202!
Before the light turned green, there were 5 cars that I could count behind me—all must
have wanted to turn Right, because no one went to the empty center through lane. When
the light turned green, of the 6 cars in front of me, 2 went through and 4 turned Right.
While I’ve rarely seen no car at all in the center lane, the backup in the Right lane occurs
all the time, as someone wanting to go through, holds up everyone wanting to turn Right.
This was at 3 in the afternoon, so not even rush hour.
This kind of “improvement” which makes the intersection much worse than it was before
is part of what makes people wary of the “improvement” process. Thanks, Randy. -Beverley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

L. Knight
Randi Novakoff
Concord Pike Master Plan Public Comment
Saturday, December 01, 2018 7:43:16 PM

Name: L. Knight
Email:
Message: Hello,
I live in Chapelcroft and drive down Shipley Road to Silverside daily (and then south onto 202). It is often difficult
to leave my neighborhood during rush hour as I have to turn left to go south. The thought of ANY added homes at
the Brandywine Country Club is going to make an already very dense driving situation significantly worse. I moved
here for the possibility to bike to/from work, which I do in good weather. Over the past 10+ years, the traffic has
gotten worse and the shoulders do not make me feel particularly safe since there are SO MANY CARS. I am scared
to lose the option to bike to work (and for fun) altogether if more homes are added. What we REALLY NEED is a
GREEN SPACE. If there is any way to buy back this land from Capano, that is what needs to be done. I strongly
feel our community would make that happen if given the opportunity. We want and desperately need a park. I look
at Newark and see amazing park options (i.e. Park Mill Park) that would be ideal for our area. That is the ideal
solution that would solve so many issues, and surely make everyone (except maybe Capano) extremely happy.
Please listen to the people who live in this area. I did not move here to be trapped in my neighborhood. I honestly
moved here to be able to run, walk, and bike from my front door. Thank you for listening.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Teaney
Randi Novakoff
Concord Pike Master Plan Public Comment
Monday, December 03, 2018 3:36:28 PM

Name: Sarah Teaney
Email:
Message: PLEASE utilize the space formerly known as Brandywine Country Club as something other than
apartments- we need a green space, soccer fields, basketball courts, walking trail; outside stage type facilities NOT
more apartments. I am born and raised in North Wilmington and currently live in Chapelcroft with my own family
for the last 12 years. I travel on Shipley road every single day, multiple times a day, at varying times.. Shipley
cannot withstand the traffic of apartments! Further, my children are already in overly crowded school classes! We
don’t need more housing! Let the houses that are here appreciate in value and build us a space we would use!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexandra Tornek
Randi Novakoff
Concord Pike Master Plan Public Comment
Thursday, December 06, 2018 8:58:20 AM

Name: Alexandra Tornek
Email:

1) A huge improvement would be to take the parking away from the edge of 202 and replace it with grass berms and
trees similar to what they do in PA on 202 - having the parking lots directly on the street is an eyesore- it would
mean just taking that row of parking away not the whole lot2) requiring signage to be wood cut or made of nicer materials - as they do in Brinton Lakes or in Independence
Shopping areaThank you for considering my thoughts
Best regards,
Alex Tornek

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Weinberg
Randi Novakoff
Concord Pike Master Plan Public Comment
Wednesday, December 26, 2018 5:29:00 PM

Name: Mark Weinberg
Email:
Message: I believe there are two areas at the Rt 202-Murphy Road intersection that could be upgraded at a relatively
low cost. I have some photos in a PowerPoint presentation that I can send that will clarify my thoughts (I could not
attach it here).
- Murphy Rd West to Rt 202 North
Because of the strange jog of the road to the north, the center lane often gets blocked by cars in the right lane. Thus,
the center lane is not used as effectively as it could be. The sidewalk farther east could be cut-out to increase the
length of the right-hand turn lane.
- Rt 202 South to Murphy Rd West
The turn lane from Rt 202 intersects Murphy at a sharp angle, so that a driver has to turn his/her head to see if cars
are coming from Murphy Rd west. There is an existing lane on Murphy that can simply be re-striped to allow cars
to merge safely with traffic.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg lavelle
Dave Gula; Randi Novakoff
RE: Concord Pike Master Plan meeting
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 3:58:53 PM

Dave,
Thanks and I’ll look forward to being added to any communications you all have for this project.
As for public comment, I am firmly opposed to any reduction in traffic capacity on Concord Pike via
the elimination or reduction of travels lanes.
All else is wonderful.
Thank again and best regards,
Greg

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Donohue
Randi Novakoff
bike lanes
Wednesday, April 10, 2019 5:02:48 PM

Hi Randi
I would like to request that we have far more bike lanes in our community. As a
physician, I see the consequences of patients driving everywhere. Obesity and
diabetes run rampant. I would support repurposing select lanes on key roads like
Foulk Road as bike lanes, with appropriate barriers. I would support widening other
roads like Silverside and Shipley Roads, to add bike and pedestrian lanes.
I am happy to provide more specifics.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
-David Donohue, MD, FACP
Progressive Health of Delaware
302-543-5454
3521 Silverside Rd, Ste 2J
Wilmington, DE 19810
Fax 302-327-4200
www.progressivehealthofde.com
Twitter: @WellDrDave
Healthgrades
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL: This document and the information contained herein are confidential and protected
from disclosure pursuant to federal law. This message is intended only for the use of the Addressee(s) and may contain
information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that the
use dissemination, or copying of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the sender immediately. Thanks!

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Greg lavelle
Dave Gula; Randi Novakoff
Tigist Zegeye
RE: Concord Pike Master Plan meeting
Wednesday, April 10, 2019 2:51:17 PM

Dave,
Just providing some quick feedback from the public meeting. If this is not the correct venue to lodge
official comments, please advise and direct as needed.
In no particular order and preserving the right to comment again in the future:
I am concerned about such significant planning taking place without having direct communications
with all the impacted property owners. For example, I was told that no contact had been made with
the Brandywine Town Center and others.
I was told that this is a “30 year vision” of sorts but it will be used in the upcoming NCC comp plan
that is a 10 year plan. That is a serious disconnect.
I am concerned about density of the “redeveloped” areas. It is too much. If folks in this area wanted
to live in Wilmington they would. I know the dream is that nobody will have cars and all will work
within walking/biking distance, but that just doesn’t jibe with reality. Among other things, it is not
always 70 and sunny here. A lack of parking to accommodate the increased housing density and
retail is an issue.
Regarding the density, the plans appear to be nothing but rental units. Even if the density is put in
over objections, I think the community would like the majority of these to be owner occupied. The
number of apartments coming from BP and Capano projects will certainly add to the supply.
I am concerned about the “feeder roads” or whatever they are called. These would be very
disruptive to current homeowners and communities. The one between Mt. Lebanon Road and
Whitby is an example. Opening up Brandywine Blvd to connect with Concord Manor would also
not be appreciated by property owners.
Getting people from PA to I-95 quicker at the expense of tranquil subdivisions is not a concern I
share.
You note below that there are no road diets in the plans. When viewing the 202 and Powder Mill
Road intersection, I overhead a planner saying that lanes would be reduced to encourage pedestrian
access across 202. Reduced lanes are not good and her comments are in direct contrast to what you
have said below.
Plans for pedestrian tunnels and bridges, or hopes for such things, are concerning from a cost,
location, aesthetic and related issues. Also, unless 202 and related areas are fenced off to force
people to these locations, I question if they will be used.

Using TID and related “tools” to force density while allying fears with suggestions that people will
walk, bike and bus everywhere just isn’t reality. There was a pointed letter to the editor a week or
so ago with a spousal rejoinder to her husband’s letter about how he likes to bike to work – and she
gets to drive the kids around and do shopping etc.
Cost issues. I know you all don’t usually take this into consideration, but much of this stuff is
incredibly expensive.
Please be sure to keep me on the list for future meetings etc.
Thanks for your time and consideration.
Greg Lavelle
Wilm, DE 19803

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wilmington Delaware
Randi Novakoff
DEFUNDING WILMAPCO
Friday, May 03, 2019 7:56:35 AM

Delaware, Maryland taxes fund WILMAPCO
And yet, we have New Castle County Government which can OVER-RIDE community planning with one vote
EXAMPLE:
there is a plan moving through County planning-zoning to "OVERBUILD" a plot of ground on Concord Pike at Florence Ave,
impacting residential zoning
"INVESTORS" have decided it would be a good idea to build a huge commercial STORAGE FACILITY
This plan destroys residential zoned areas, tearing down homes, to EXPAND COMMERCIAL PROPERTY deeper into residential
area.
----------------If County Council, NCC government is NOT going to follow WILMAPCO planning
CONCLUSION
Everything WILMAPCO does, all the money WILMAPCO spends, is a HUGE WASTE OF TAX MONEY
------------going forward, maybe its time for DE General Assembly to remove ALL FUNDING for WILMAPCO.
------------Come on, this is blatant corruption, right under the noses of County officials
When County government was first contacted by lawyers with this idea, tear down residential properties,overbuild commercial
where are the regulations that would STOP investors from their own stupid ideas becoming a "Proposal"
------------TAXPAYERS WARNED COUNTY GOVERNMENT
lets look at another County Council screw up
2500 Bk Concord Pike,
McDonalds restaurant
McDonalds corporate office
They build a huge 2 story business office, on a small plot of ground, with very few parking spaces
NOW the building is up for sale-----not enough parking for a new owner
County government made this huge mistake
the taxapayers have to live with it-------sorry---this incompetence has to stop.
------------here's an idea WILMAPCO should pass along to the Dukart corporation, own McDonalds property
sell off the 2500 Concord pike properties, as ONE commercial property,
relocate McDonalds to Florence Ave and 202
build a NEW McDonalds with easy access, plenty of parking
hopefully someone tears down this eyesore 2500 bk concord pike.

-----Original Message----From: WILMAPCO <rnovakoff@wilmapco.org>
Sent: Sun, Apr 28, 2019 3:16 pm
Subject: Transportation News from WILMAPCO

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wilmington Delaware
Randi Novakoff
-----ALL DUE RESPECT---Friday, May 03, 2019 10:19:59 AM

taxpayers are getting fed up with incompetence---that impacts homeowners lives
public workshop----decisions are already done
lets plan the future----sorry
when there is NO ENFORCEMENT TO COMPLY WITH PLANS
the plan is all smoke and mirrors
Political double speak
Investors DONATE to politicians----payback comes behind closed doors in County Government offices
Deals are made-----taxpayers pay the price-----100% wrong, total incompetence
-----------------McDonalds Concord Pike is the poster child for political corruption over 20year span
I remember with the state AG got involved due to County incompetence giving McDonalds owners
anything they wanted
corruption on steroids--blatant--County officials got caught at their offices--off the record meetings.
zoning was changed--everything they wanted, they got----and then magic-- big donations to the Jewish
Community Center from McDonalds.
---------------Here's an idea----- regulations that block ZONING changes without a "Referrendum Vote" on state
election day
let the voters in specific election districts----vote to change zoning that impacts their community
Investors should NOT be permitted to meet with County officials, throw money at campaigns---change the
quality of life for taxpayers
---------------20 year VISION is worthless
if some "Investor Group" decides they want to tear down McDonalds, buy the Gioffre Building 2500
Concord Pike
then buy up the 5 homes behind these businesses
build some large Commercial property and damage the residential community that remains
Your 20 year plan does not work
20 year plan CAN';T WORK
if New Castle County government can CHANGE zoning, overdevelop---based on legal arguments at a
hearing.
How about WILMAPCO and DelDOT passing a "RESOLUTION" in the DE general assembly
NCC is overdeveloped, especially north of Wilmington
if you want taxpayers to believe WILMPACO
try this
"it is a violation of state law for New Castle County Government to change designated
RESIDENTIAL ZONING to commercial zoning"
the Concord Pike plan is worthless----huge waste of money---if developers can tear down residential
areas for their financial gain.
------make this a talking point === expose every politician====before the 2020 election
Bob Weiner is the poster child for what is wrong with our system
back room deals----3 party donations to his favorite charities---change zoning, attempting to change deed
restricted property
--YES, that's what Bob was doing---and we all knew about it---communities talk
hell, Bob was vocal is his displeasure for the volunteer fire service---all about the money---he couldn't
control funding
Bob got fired (aka: not re elected)

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Tigist Zegeye, Executive Director, WILMAPCO

FROM:

Josh Thomas, Planning Supervisor, Regional Systems Planning

DATE:

June 26, 2019

RE:
Concord Pike (US 202) Master Plan - DelDOT Comments and Suggestions
______________________________________________________________________________
First, thank you for the opportunity to be an active partner in this master planning process.
We recognize the hard work and time the WILMAPCO team has dedicated to this study and we
appreciate the opportunity to provide comments. DelDOT is encouraged by the innovative ideas
the draft documents have presented and we look forward to working with the project team to ensure
the final transportation recommendations are in a format that can be considered by DelDOT.
The following are consolidated comments and suggestions from multiple divisions within
DelDOT. The theme of these comments reflect the need to adjust the level of specificity in the
draft plan materials/documents in order to adopt a final plan that can be a resource to DelDOT in
its decision-making process for capital projects. To successfully implement any transportation
recommendations they need to be formatted in a manner that can be seamlessly incorporated into
DelDOT’s project development process.
General Comments:
1. DelDOT is currently completing the final work on its updated Long-Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP), titled “Innovation in Motion.” A new component of our LRTP is the
inclusion of “Transportation Corridor Strategies.” The strategy for US 202 is classified as
“Management, Operational Improvements, and Multimodal Enhancements.” This strategy
for US 202 maintains the corridor’s status as an arterial route, while allowing for
improvements to better connect local residents to services.

o Suggestion 1: The Master Plan recommendations should remain consistent with
this LRTP strategy. The LRTP documents and the associated maps will be shared
with WILMAPCO staff for review.
2. The current draft documents contain design concepts that have been rendered directly at
specific locations (intersections and road sections of US 202). These concepts were
presented to the public at the March 20, 2019 Public Workshop. Some of the design
concepts conflict with current DelDOT manuals, standards, policies, and/or best practices
and would require further study before implementation would be possible. Additionally,
in the eyes of the public the proposed intersection concepts would effectively select the
final improvement option without the required documentation to select a “preferred
alternative” as required by the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA). This would
require DelDOT to complete a duplicate and potentially contradictory alternatives analysis
process. It is in the best interest of all plan stakeholders to adopt a master plan that is easily
incorporated into the NEPA documentation process.
o Suggestion 2: The improvement concepts should remain in the plan but should be
presented in a manner more consistent with DelDOT’s NEPA requirements. The
plan should emphasize the design feature and deemphasize the specific location.
We suggest describing the particular feature, presenting the benefits of the feature,
and then providing renderings and/or photos of the feature not tied to a specific
location along the US 202 Corridor. Then, a list and/or map can be developed that
shows proposed locations where the feature could be implemented (pending further
analysis) with narrative that describes why the proposed locations could be
appropriate for the particular feature.


One example is the construction of vertical features, described as “slip lane
raised crosswalks” in the draft documents. Currently, DelDOT does not
implement raised crosswalks due to the maintenance concerns. These
crosswalks could be described in the plan, but should not be rendered at
specific intersections as it would be perceived as DelDOT can immediately
implement the crosswalks.

3. DelDOT has begun the development of guidance to aid in the formatting of plans that are
complementary to DelDOT’s internal project development process, NEPA documentation
requirements, and the federal guidelines known as Planning and Environmental Linkages
(PEL). This effort is currently known as the “PEL Guidebook.” It is our hope that this
guidebook will further clarify the planning process for future plans. Your feedback on
this memo will help us shape the guidebook as the comments above are indicative of the
general theme. More information and opportunities to provide feedback will follow in the
next few months.

4. One potential outcome of this master plan is the formulation of an official Transportation
Improvement District (TID), or the formulation of multiple TIDs. A TID(s) will require a
detailed modeling and analysis process to determine necessary improvements based on
projected growth. There is an opportunity for concepts in this master plan to become direct
inputs to the TID development process. Similar to Comment 2 above, it is important that
the recommendations in this plan are formatted in a manner that is complementary to the
TID development process.
Comments on Specific Plan Elements:
5. Depiction of Foliage: In renderings up to this point, trees and other foliage have been
depicted along the corridor. While DelDOT doesn’t object to trees along US 202, showing
them within the right-of-way has safety, design, and regulatory implications. The concern
is that the concepts may make false promises to the public when in fact trees may not be
feasible within the right-of-way of a principal arterial.
o Suggestion 3: Trees and other foliage should be conceptually represented in the
plan without rendering them in specific locations or within the right-of-way. One
potential way to make this change is to emphasize the planting of trees on private
property consistent with the redevelopment scenarios. For example, trees could be
planted along the “multi-way” and maintained by the developers.
6. Display of Typical Sections: DelDOT has no issue with conceptual road section graphics
being presented, but specific lane width dimensions and the depiction of light poles are
problematic.
o Suggestion 4: DelDOT is receptive to considering narrower travel lanes but they
must be addressed through further technical analysis outside the scope of this
master plan. The typical section graphics should show the conceptual layout of the
various lanes without specific dimensions. Notes on the graphics or in the narrative
could present a strategy to consider reduced lanes widths to provide more space for
non-motorized improvements (pending further study).
o Suggestion 5: Lighting along state-maintained roads must meet current safety and
design standards. Any improvements that result from the plan should consider
lighting as part of the design process. All depiction of lighting in the graphics
should be removed.
7. Removal of Right Turn Lanes: Some renderings depict the removal of right turn lanes,
which are not feasible options at intersections on a principal arterial. Right turn lanes are
required by DelDOT’s Road Design Manual and Development Coordination Manual. The
removal of right turn lanes is also inconsistent with the corridor strategy in DelDOT’s
LRTP (See Comment 1).

o Suggestion 6: All intersection concepts depicting the removal of right turn lanes
should be removed from the draft recommendations.
8. Truck Aprons: These concepts are innovative and could be considered by DelDOT with
further study, since they are currently not used on state-maintained roads. Consistent with
Comment 2 above, showing the aprons in specific locations is problematic for
implementation by DelDOT.
o See Suggestion 2 above.
o Suggestion 7: Specific language should be included that says something to the
effect of, “…with truck aprons comes appropriate timing changes for pedestrian
crossings…”
o Suggestion 8: Specific language should be included that says something to the
effect of, “…truck aprons should be slightly raised, as to encourage utilization by
trucks but discourage use by passenger vehicles looking to cut the corner(s)…”
9. Vertical Features (Raised Crosswalks): DelDOT does not currently implement vertical
features at intersections on principal arterials. Comment 2 also applies as the raised
crosswalks are shown at specific locations.
o See Suggestion 2 above.
o Suggestion 9: If vertical features will be recommended by the master plan, the
recommendation(s) should contain the following clarifying information:


DelDOT does not currently implement vertical features, but that it is
something that can be considered pending further study and subsequent
amendments to policies, manuals, and procedures.



DelDOT would most likely test the feature at a pilot location before
implementation on US 202.

10. Additional Crosswalks at Intersections: The current concepts depict additional
crosswalks at the intersections on the corridor. DelDOT is currently evaluating policy
changes to make pedestrian crossings standard on all sides of an intersection, which are
commonly referred to as “pedestrian boxes.”
o Suggestion 10: The narrative for this concept should state that further study is
required as changes to DelDOT policies, manuals, and procedures may be
necessary.
11. Shoulder Removal: The draft documents contain the specific term “shoulder removal,”
which is inconsistent with DelDOT’s Traffic Design Manual and the Policy on Geometric
Design of Highways and Streets published by the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), which is commonly referred as the “Green

Book.” DelDOT agrees with the general strategy of making multi-modal improvements
by re-evaluating the use of existing right-of-way. Comment 2 also applies as shoulder
removal concepts are shown at specific locations.
o See Suggestion 2 above.
o Suggestion 11: The term “shoulder removal” should be removed and replaced with
broader terms, such as “narrowing the vehicular footprint.” This broader
description allows for greater flexibility to determine how to effectively and safely
implement multi-modal facilities within the right-of-way.
12. Multiway: The draft documents contain proposed street sections that depict the
“multiway” concept in specific locations. These proposed sections show the “multiway”
features (landscaped buffers, parking, service roads) as being part of the Right-of-Way for
US 202. It is more feasible that the developers will implement the “multiway” as
redevelopment occurs. DelDOT supports the innovative use of the “multiway” concept as
it effectively consolidates access points and reduces conflict points along the arterial.
o See Suggestion 2 above.
o Suggestion 12: Multiway features should be graphically depicted as being separate
from the Right-of-Way for US 202.
o Suggestion 13: Specific language should be included that says something to the
effect of, “…implementation of multi-ways would be timed/coordinated with
development and may not be within DelDOT Right-of-Way. The facilities could
be constructed and maintained by the developer(s)…”
13. Grade-Separated Pedestrian Crossings: DelDOT has no objection to further study and
consideration of these concepts. However, it should be noted that these improvements are
known to be complex and costly to implement. Funding for these improvements could
constrain funding for other improvements in the master plan, which may have greater
transportation benefits to the public.
14. Protected Intersections: Although not currently presented as a concept in the draft master
plan, “protected intersections” include design features that have potential benefits to the
study area. These intersection designs better separate motorized and non-motorized traffic
and include features such as tighter turn radii, separated bike lanes, and improved signal
timing.
o Suggestion 14: The project team could research and evaluate the potential for
including elements of “protected intersections” in the recommendations.
If you should have any questions or concerns, please contact Cooper Bowers at 302-7602153 or cooper.bowers@delaware.gov.
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Thank you for your participation!
Please return this form before you leave or fax to 302-737-9584, mail to WILMAPCO, 850 Library Avenue, Suite 100,
Newark, DE 19711 or comment on our website at www.wilmapco.org.
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Thank you for your participation!
Please return this form before you leave or fax to 302-286-1731, mail to WILMAPCO, 100 Discovery Blvd., Suite 800,
Newark, DE 19713 or visit our website at www.wilmapco.org./202. Please call 302-737-6205 with any questions.
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Public Comment Period Comments
October 11 - November 5, 2020

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tracey Martel
Concord Pike Corridor Master Plan-Talleyville Area Redevelopment
Sunday, October 25, 2020 8:15:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
In reviewing the Concord Pike Corridor Master Plan (CMP),   it appears that the Talleyville Area
Redevelopment Option A and Option B are still included in the CMP. We are very opposed to these
two options and were led to believe that they had been removed from the CMP. Please remove both
options as they have been rejected by the local community.
Sincerely,
Tracey Martel
Sharpley Resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pauline Browne
Randi Novakoff
October 5 WILMAPCO Meeting
Wednesday, October 21, 2020 12:06:32 PM

I'm not sure this is the correct format for submitting a comment, but here
goes:
My suggestion is to repeat more frequently the instructions on how to vote
including where the 3 buttons are. I, for one, had difficulty finding them,
thus didn't vote; that was not my intention. I feel others may have had
the same issue.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion.
Pauline Browne

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Dilley
Randi Novakoff
Envsioning Concord Pike
Monday, October 26, 2020 2:25:45 PM

The NCC2050 Places/Spaces workshop inspired me to envision how some of the presenter's
(Mr. Dover's) ideas could transform Concord Pike:
Repurpose parcels of pandemic closed businesses for construction of an apartment
building here and there--to face toward the residential neighborhoods. Street level to house
destinations for services to the apartment dwellers and neighborhoods; a bike lane along the
back sides of the commercial strip. Best if the apartments can serve a variety of economic
levels.  
The hope is that offering rental options would lure residents from traveling in and out of the
Concord Pike area for work and shopping to live there, thus reducing VMT. Blocks of trees
between the "stroad" and the commercial strip would help change the character of the area if
they could be substituted for every possible turning lane.
Additionally, change the character of the "stroad" to a street with no more than 2 somewhat
narrower N/S lanes separated by an avenue of trees. Perhaps this tree avenue could be a
pedestrian way between recognizable crosswalks. Traffic would be slowed by this sense of
being in "a place," a neighborhood-- enhancing safety as well. May help to calm driver
frustration at the slowed pace caused by unexpected beauty.
I didn't give much thought to efficacy, obviously; just how I'd like to see (experience)
Concord Pike.
Jane Dilley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Aerenson
Randi Novakoff
Plans
Thursday, October 29, 2020 4:56:42 PM

This is a crazy thing. Very very misleading to everyone involved, and the property owners in
Concord Pike. Almost criminal to have spent this money, with these results
Bob Aerenson
Get Outlook for Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rdlevin
Randi Novakoff
Bike pedestrian path/Silverside Road/Rocky Run
Friday, October 30, 2020 1:41:42 PM

I am the president of The Village of Rocky Run Condominiums Council. We are an age restricted
(55+) community located along the Route 202 Corridor. The goal of your project to make Concord
Pike more walkable and “bikeable” has its merits. However, our condominium is concerned that the
current proposal in the area between Silverside Road and Rocky Run will adversely impact our
private community.
As I read your project map, your current proposal appears to use our property 1. for continuation of
a walking/bike path north of Righter Parkway (along the area between homes in our neighborhood
and the office buildings), 2. for access from that proposed walkway across our private walkway next
to the “small pond” to our private street (Lynthwaite Farm Lane) and 3. for access across our open
space from the Siegel JCC to “Lynthwaite Farms” (which according to your map appears to be our
community). Please advise me if I am wrong.
The Village of Rocky Run consists of 96 condominium homes. Our streets and sidewalks, like the
entirety of our Property, are private, restricted only to use by our community residents and their
guests. Since we were established in 2000 we have paid for maintenance and upkeep of our streets
and sidewalks; not the State. This permits us to police (restrict) those who try to use, i.e., trespass on
our Property, whether by car, truck, bus, bike or walking. This past year, our community recognized
that should we open our neighborhood to public usage by dedicating our streets and sidewalks to the
State we would lose this ability and we chose to maintain our privacy. We ask you to
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenna Lucente
Randi Novakoff
202 Master Plan comment
Friday, October 30, 2020 10:20:20 AM

I would just like to add to this master plan one comment on the lower portion of 202, which is better street lighting
overall. As a driver it is very difficult to see and there are barely any streetlights in the lower portion of the 202
corridor. There are also no reflective marking, strips or anything that helps visually indicate lanes or even the
medians. In the dark, when it is raining, it is almost impossible to see the road in the lower portion.
Thank you
Jenna Lucente

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Gula
Randi Novakoff; Daniel Blevins
Concord Pike Master Plan
Friday, October 30, 2020 3:34:54 PM

From: Stan Lucas
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 12:18 PM
To: Heather Dunigan <hdunigan@wilmapco.org>
Subject: Concord Pile Plan
Sir,
I do not support this Concord Pike Plan. I went to the link and it is impossible to decipher. There are
a bunch of blue lines on the screen and no explanation. At best you are only moving the deck chairs
around on a sinking ship. This proposed project should be ended.
I emailed Dave Gula months ago and I got no response. I wrote to him regarding 202 at the state
line. Pennsylvania made changes and no one in the State Line community was contacted. Where
was DELDOT. DELDOT and Penn DOT are suppose to work together. Again no information was given
to the community. I worked twenty-six years to have State Line Road repaved. People at DELDOT
have met with me over the years. When the changes were made at the State Line no one looked out
for the safety of motorist turning left into State Line Road. I had my state representative look at the
situation and he agreed with me.
Are you still trying to do cut through roads on dead end streets?
Until you develop a way to handle the truck traffic on Route 202, you are waiting our time and
money.
Stan Lucas

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lyman Brenner
Randi Novakoff
Pedestrian and bicycle paths for 202 corridor
Friday, October 30, 2020 10:40:54 AM

After the last hurrican that went through the 202 corridor it showed that your planners had not considered the
springs for the beginning of the different creeks in the area. Much of the area is already blacktopped for parking
and the springs are covered over - forcing the water to flow to a lower area to come out. This caused flooding in the
Cocord Manor, Concord Manor extension, and Colonial Woods developments. If you insist on still having these
pathways change the pathway from blacktop or cement to the oldfasioned metal mesh that had been used on bridges
to allow the rain to flow through rather than run to drainage ditches which are constantly blocked off by falling
leaves, etc.
Lyman Brenner
Concord Manor Resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

EM Callahan
Randi Novakoff
Re: Thank you
Wednesday, October 28, 2020 6:37:25 PM

Hello
My feeling are that if you slow the traffic down we will have even more traffic driving through
my McDaniel heights and Concord Manor neighborhood. With all the apps for getting around
traffic will let people know ways around the traffic in the neighborhoods.
I like the idea of sidewalks all the way on Concord Pike, but I don't think this will have more
people walking instead of driving. I am not going to walk to a grocery store and carry all my
groceries home.
Thank you for your time.
Ellen Callahan
On Wed, Oct 7, 2020, 3:01 PM WILMAPCO <rnovakoff@wilmapco.org> wrote:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randi Novakoff
US 202 Transportation Recommendations - Traffic On Rt. 202
Friday, October 30, 2020 10:39:32 AM

Hi,
The subject plan does not address how to lessen traffic on Rt. 202. Instead, it
suggests redoing intersections to enable East -West access; in my opinion, this will only
increase the traffic problems.
I feel, one of the reasons Rt. 202 is so busy is because it allows easy access
between PA and the RT. 95 highway. The plan should look at establishing other NorthSouth routes between PA and Rt. 95 to reduce the traffic on Rt. 202. Modifications to Rt.
261 would be a good place to start.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jordan Daniels
Randi Novakoff
Request to remove Talleyville options "A" and "B" from CMP
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 1:42:47 PM

Hi – it’s my understanding that Talleyville Area Redevelopment options “A” and “B” were agreed not to
be included in the CMP given community concerns. It appears, however, that options “A” and “B” are
included in the CMP appendix.
My request is simply to remove these options “A” and “B” from the CMP appendix, as previously
agreed. Including them, even for “reference and as examples of potential redevelopment designs”,
conflicts with what our community/neighborhood was led to believe.
With a young family, increased traffic in and around our neighborhoods is a very serious concern which I know I share with many others.
Submitted respectfully - thank you in advance for considering this comment.

Jordan Daniels, Sharpley resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Clifton
Randi Novakoff
Redevelopment Plans
Sunday, November 01, 2020 8:42:35 AM

Dear Sir or Madame:
I literally just received info on your redevelopments plans. I, nor my neighbors, no
nothing about this.
I am completely against ALL of the options or plans. My opinion it is a complete
waste of taxpayers dollars. I have been living here at 317 Sharpley Road,
Wilmington, DE 19803 for over 33 years - first with my parents and when they both
passed I decided to stay in the house.
This project, with due respect, is insane and unsafe. Why are residents living on
Sharpley Road no nothing about these plans?
It is my understanding that you have already spent $300,00 on hiring a company
outside Delaware to conduct the survey. If you want to stimulate the Delaware
economy, why not hire a firm in Delaware.
The plans are confusing and basically impossible to understand.
The addition of bike paths is insane! I know of no deaths, injuries to cyclist. Citizens
who want to walk should use the sidewalk.
Regarding cyclist, I produce, consult, and am a cycling official for Professional
Cycling events throughout the world. Most of the cyclist I see riding by my house are
serious cyclist and would NOT use the bike path!
With regards to traffic plans, it is only going to cause, additional hazards, put the
community in danger and is completely wrong.
Instead of trying to create a bypass, STOP giving out permits to build more on
Concord Pike (Route 202).
I am 100% against these plans.
Again why were our neighbors not notified of this earlier?
When I try and get information from elected leaders, they do not return any of my
phone calls.

Again to make this perfectly clear - I am against everything in you plan.
I would like a return email or phone call simply explaining this project and why were
we not informed?
With Regards,
Electronically signed, Jonathan Clifton III

Jonathan W Clifton III

Good morning,
Because of information provided by Greg Lavelle, I have become aware of some of the language
included in the CMP documents. I am writing to formally register my opposition to Option A and
Option B and ask that you work on behalf of your constituents to eliminate those options.
Thank you,
Jennifer G. Gonzalez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Gula
Randi Novakoff; Daniel Blevins
FW: Concord Pike Master Plan
Monday, November 02, 2020 9:18:42 AM

From: Stan Lucas <stanlucas@comcast.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 1, 2020 12:57 PM
To: Dave Gula <dgula@wilmapco.org>
Cc: stanlucas@comcast.net
Subject: RE: Concord Pike Master Plan
Mr. Gula,
I am sorry for being so wound up on Friday. I decided to respond to you at the wrong time.
I have been living at the state line since 1988. I have seen many things improve in this area and
some things that two steps back. I was attending meetings for a plan proposed around 1997.
Delaware and Pennsylvania were going to widen 202 and the road work would end near West
Chester, PA. When Penn DOT said that it wanted to clear a church, newly built, the plan died. The
concern for traffic flow on this major road has been an issues for many years.
As I see this Route 202 proposed plan, the idea is to make the flow of traffic better from I-95 to the
state line. That idea sounds great but who benefits. The people living in my area do not benefit and
in the long run many drivers both in-state and out of state will have problems. From I-95 to the
Brandywine Boulevard at the Town Center, 202 is three lanes. From this point the road is only two
lanes. The traffic is very congested in this area and often becomes bumper to bumper. In fact,
usually at rush hour the traffic is bumper to bumper from Naamans Creek road to Brandywine
Boulevard. Residents trying to leave the State Line community at that time need to pull out into
traffic and force the cars to stop. I tried to have a light installed when the Courtyards at Brandywine
was in the planning stage. The builder, my county representative at that time and DelDOT wiggled
out of this proposal. Everything that I said would happen without a light became reality. I proposed
that the townhouses have an exit onto State Line Road and we share the light. I have friends living in
the development and they have expressed the same or similar idea.
During the day time when residents want to access 202 south, we depend on the light cycle at
Brandywine Boulevard to put a gap in north bound traffic so we can exit. If traffic is allowed to flow
more readily on 202, there will be problems for the residents. Those gaps will shrink making our exit
more difficult. I believe that now and in the future we will have a funnel effect. Too much traffic
trying to proceed on two lanes. In fact, after the Town Center opened, some government agency
allowed a fourth lane to be installed. That fourth lane permits drivers to turn into the strip mall

area. Drivers need to queue up well before lanes three and land four end. Since drivers from all the
surrounding states and the entire United States have the impression that 202 is still three lanes,
many go into the third and fourth lanes thinking they can get by the slow or backed up traffic. It is a
mess. I tried to have barriers installed at the end of the fourth lane by the Xfinity store so that
drivers are forced into the strip mall area. I had my state representative and a DelDOT engineer visit
this site with me. The engineer said that DelDOT would take action. What was installed did not last
because the drivers rolled over the markers.
It is well known that we have intersections going or in failure. A prime example is route 202 and
Naamans Road. Wilmington University wanted to build on one of the corner parcels. When the
issue of improving that intersection was addressed, the university skated right though and did
nothing. This is the fear that I have about WILMAPCO plan. The main part of 202 will see some
minor improvement, maybe more than I realize. However, I do see the end result – a catastrophe
for the northern end of 202.
Until Delaware and Pennsylvania work together to have three lanes north and south for 202, there
will be a clog at the state line and before the state line. If WILMAPCO proceeds to push its plan, a
traffic light must be installed at the State Line Road. With state monies being spent all along the 202
corridor, the state line community should not be overlooked.
Regards,
Stan Lucas
PS We have a business on State Line Road that repairs heavy equipment and tractor trailers and
other large trucks use this road. Those drivers have a difficult time getting into and out of State Line
Road. If you want me to tell about the changes made at that intersection, please email me.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Henry Pautler
Randi Novakoff
What are you thinking?????
Thursday, October 29, 2020 3:26:00 PM

I have recently seen the 20 year proposal for the north Wilmington area and was very
concerned about the Quality of life for the current residents for the next 20 years. It seems
that the current residents will be impacted by the demo then the construction, new road
plans, bikeways etc...
      What concerns me most is that nobody in the developments of Sharpley / Woodbrook
knew about the Wilmapco generation of the plans and submittal to Deldot (NOT RIGHT!!!). No
one had input about our consideration as well as our current quiet and comfortable lifestyle /
neighborhoods.
While trying to alleviate the traffic congestion on Concord pike would seem like a good Idea to
everyone at first glance, the current proposal will funnel a lot of traffic through our quiet
neighborhoods to change our quality of life. I have been a resident here for my whole life and
after college took a position with Dupont co. and purchased my current residence. I have
enjoyed the area very much, but now I' m considering selling the property because of the
profound changes. One of the profound changes directly to change my property is a bikeway
down the entire north boundary of my property. I do not support the bikeway, nor any of the
other additional roadways, reconstruction etc...
The main reason I do not support the "redevelopment plan" is mostly because of the very
negative experience a few years ago with DelDot to "Improve" the north border of my
property by adding a 5 ft. wide sidewalk about 600 ft. long as well as ADA access points at my
driveway and at the corner of my lot. After Deldot's subcontractor installed the sidewalk, they
did not repair / patch my driveway. I told them I needed daily access to the property to get
equipment from the garage and shed. I am a small contractor and change out equipment daily
as needed as the job dictates. The subcontractor told me the deal for daily access to the
property was with DelDot not them and they would not help. A few weeks went by , and the
sidewalk was in but no driveway. I asked the Forman to please fix the driveway. He told me a
DelDot engineer was going to speak to me in a few days as they were working on a plan for
the driveway.
I did meet with the engineer, on my property. He told me they couldn't fix the driveway as
they had lowered the sidewalk about a foot to be at street grade for ADA compliance. In
addition my current property grade at the driveway cut was already about 2.5 feet higher for a
total of close to or exceeding 3ft. there was about 6 feet of space to make up 3ft in grade. He
warned me it would not work and my car and truck would both bottom out front and or back
if they patched it. He told me they couldn't fix it and I was going to have to pay for a new

driveway as their only responsibility was to patch it not restore it to the way it was -- working
condition. Ultimately I had to contract Evans paving to remove the driveway and regrade and
place a new 4" of asphalt for the driveway. Overall grade issues have not changed-- I do not
plan to pay for another driveway! I am very happy with this one!!!      
Henry Pautler

From: Greg lavelle
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Tigist Zegeye <tzegeye@wilmapco.org>
Cc: Dave Gula <dgula@wilmapco.org>
Subject: RE: Thank you
Hello,
I had the opportunity to review the attached. For the moment I am focused on Talleyville Option A
and Option B as laid out in Draft Appendix C.
There appear to be a quite a number of new Street Networks on both sides of Concord Pike. Am I
looking at this correctly or are these pedestrian paths? For instance, there is what appears to be a
connector road that runs from Garden of Eden Road through the Concord Gallery shopping center
and exists onto Whitby Drive. Is this correct? Also, Brandywine Boulevard is open into Colonial
Woods with new roads running behind various retail centers and feeding into adjacent communities?
Please confirm or clarify as needed.
Thank you.
Greg Lavelle

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randi Novakoff
Randi Novakoff
FW: WILMAPCO Presentation Tonight on Concord Pike Master Plan
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 10:08:04 AM

Kind regards,
Peggy Tracy
MARGARET C. TRACY (“Peggy”)

CHAPTER 41. RULES OF THE ROAD
Subchapter X. Stopping, Standing and Parking
Sec. 4179. Stopping, standing or parking.

(Text)

(16) At any place where such parking, standing or
stopping obstructs the free passage of other traffic
Please ask Representative Hudson to look at it and call the State police
again and ask her to speak to the person in charge of traffic to look into
this law as McDonalds traffic on Concord pike or Rt 202 is a State Road
under jurisdiction of the State police.
This traffic back up is very dangerous , and it would be nice if at least 1x
or 2x a week on different days a State police officer would be
dispatched to have the traffic flowing.
I fully respect the State police , but at the same time I do not think they
should pick and choose what traffic laws they are going to enforce

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Gula
Daniel Blevins
Randi Novakoff
FW: Concord Pike Corridor Master Plan - Independence Mall Comments
Friday, November 06, 2020 10:15:30 AM

From: William Rhodunda
Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 4:56 PM
To: Dave Gula <dgula@wilmapco.org>
Subject: Concord Pike Corridor Master Plan - Independence Mall Comments

Dave,
Please accept this e-mail on behalf of my client, Roseanna Richards, the owner of the
Independence Mall (“Mall”), whom you met with during your planning phase. You may be
aware, the Mall was built by Ms. Richards’ father, and she has been careful to maintain the
excellent tradition of this landmark property. The mall was even recently nominated by the
State of Delaware to be the first and only commercial property on the federal historic register.
Ms. Richards is very concerned about the stretch of property that abuts the Concord Pike. As
acknowledged in the materials online, it has been recognized that traffic simply moves too
fast in that section of Concord Pike. On a constant basis, my client sees traffic moving at a high
rate of speed in this section of Concord Pike creating major safety concerns. Some specific
issues:

1. Traffic calming measures are desperately needed to slow down traffic on Concord Pike,

no later than the Foulk Road intersection with Concord Pike. As previously mention, cars
go too fast approaching the Mall which creates a major safety issue for vehicles trying to
enter the Mall on 202 North, particularly if they need to change lanes to enter the Mall
parking lot.
2. The high speeds of vehicles in this section of Concord Pike create a tremendous noise
issue. There are several restaurants in the Mall that would love outdoor seating, but
that is not practical considering the noise. Also a prospective tenant wanting to rent the
endcap is requiring mandatory outside seating, however, they are reconsidering since
the mall cannot guarantee a lower noise level – meaning my client is being seriously
financially damaged.
3. Currently, traffic does slow as vehicles approach Murphy Road, a short distance away.

The best idea would be to try to convert this section of Concord Pike into more a
neighborhood road versus the current situation that is more akin to an I-95 ramp
extension both north and south
4. The configuration of Concord Pike coming out of the City is also a significant issue. It can

be very challenging, and unsafe, for people who take Concord Pike north, out of the
City, to access the Independence Mall by needing to move two lanes over, in a short
distance, to enter the Mall.   Furthermore, southbound 202 vehicles attempting to
enter the left-turn-lane are at risk of being rear-ended and sideswiped as they slow
down to enter the very short, downhill, turn lane.
5. As a side note, during the AZ construction, Concord Pike, in front of the Mall, was
reconfigured. The result was a more neighborhood feel in the area at that time. Do you
know where we can locate maps of the configuration of Concord Pike in the area of the
Mall during the AZ construction?
6. There also needs to be improved signage to direct vehicles, especially larger trucks that
are constantly lost, that miss the designated underpass and traffic circles and prefer to
use the parking lot of the mall to turn around, causing untold damage to the parking lot
asphalt, create hazards for pedestrians, and create parking problems when the vehicles
must turn around.
We respectfully request an onsite meeting at the Mall to discuss these issues. Also, can
WILMAPCO help coordinate a speed analysis of vehicles traveling thru this section of Route
202?
Thank you for your assistance.
Bill

William J. Rhodunda, Jr.

~~The best compliment you can give is a referral~~
Real Estate Settlements/Refinances | Land Development | Civil Litigation | Personal Injury | Criminal
Defense | Family Law

Rhodunda, Williams and Kondraschow, LLC
Brandywine Plaza West
1521 Concord Pike, Suite 205
Wilmington, DE 19803
Phone 302-576-2000 FAX 302576-2004

The information contained in this e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named and

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Gula
Daniel Blevins
Randi Novakoff
FW: 202 bypass and Sharpley neighborhood
Friday, November 06, 2020 10:14:05 AM

From: edward schiavi
Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 10:53 PM
To: Dave Gula <dgula@wilmapco.org>
Subject: 202 bypass and Sharpley neighborhood
Sir, I would like to know what specific changes will occur along Foulkstone rd with the proposed
bypass and will you ensure the integrity of the neighborhood to keep it from being a thoroughfare?
"2.Designate Neighborhood Preservation Overlay Districts (NPOD) » Protects residential
neighborhoods adjacent to Target Redevelopment Area Districts » Protects the character of existing
neighborhoods "
Thank you
Ed Schiavi

From: Robert Sutton
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 11:44 AM
Subject: Concord Pike CMP
After looking at the Wilmapco CMP documents on-line I have several concerns.
•
•
•
•

The blue prints are very small and hard to understand. (I have 50 years of experience with Local
313 IBEW and General Motors and am very good with blue prints).
I am very concerned about the impact of this program on the schools, churches and
neighborhoods along Concord Pike.
I would like to see more detail on the proposal not just a concept based on data.
We are all familiar with how rapidly things can change and the concept of what we get is not what
we expected.

I respectfully request that "Option A and Option B " be removed from all parts of the CMP until a more
detailed set of blue prints shows what and how the neighborhoods will be affected!
PS; if you can direct me to a website that has more detail of Option A and B I would appreciate it.
Robert B. Sutton
Sharpley

From: Lee Cline
Date: Sun, Oct 25, 2020 at 3:41 PM
Subject: Talleyville Area Redevelopment Illustration A & B
It has been brought to my attention that Option A and Option B of the Concord Pike Corridor Master
Plan have been put back into the plan proposals after being promised that they would be taken out.
Can you assure that these proposals in fact are removed as promised?
Thank you
Lee and Sharon Cline
Sharpley

From: Will Greenhalgh
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 9:05 AM
To: Dave Gula <dgula@wilmapco.org>
Subject: Re: Adding Sidewalks
Good Morning Dave,
My neighborhood is located in North Wilmington.
Specifically I am looking for a continuous sidewalk from Springer Middle School to the Can-Do
Playground.
From 2220 Shipley Rd, Wilmington, DE 19803 to the corner of Shipley and Weldin.
From 4351 Weldin Rd, Wilmington, DE 19803 to the corner of Shipley and Weldin.
With an extension from Talley Day Park On Wilson to the intersection of Shipley and Wilson.
Thanks,
Will

From: David Filkin
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 12:41 PM
Subject: CMP Bike Path on Sharpley Road
Dear Representative Griffith,
It has come to my attention that the Concord Pike CMP includes plans for a bike lane
on Sharpley Road between Concord Pike and Wynward Road. I expect such a bike lane
would increase the width of the road, likely eliminating some the grass area in front
of my home (800 Sharpley Road). While I do not object to bike lanes in general, in
this specific case, I do. Not only the loss of green area is of concern, but also the
widening of the road to accommodate little or no bike traffic, would have the
unintended consequence of increased speed on Sharpley, which is already plagued by
high speed and excessive motorcycle noise.
Plainly, plans that impact homeowners should get wider dissemination prior to
approval.
David Filkin
Wilmington, 19083

My home is on Foulkstone Road, on the corner of Sharpley Road.
I have lived on Sharpley Road about 50 years. I am totally against
the bike path coming through my front yard. They are proposing
taking 10’ of the front of my house. I don’t want this put into
plan. There is an existing sidewalk that goes all the way to
Concord Pike that was just completed a few years ago. To
suggest that a biker and a walker can’t safely share the existing
sidewalk is ridiculous. Plus, taxpayer money doesn’t grow on
trees!
I am very concerned that the value of my home will be
significantly less with this unnecessary project. We have enough
lines out front with school zone lights and cross walks now. It will
be unsightly and make my house and other homes look like we
are part of a speed way.
The 50 plus years I’ve lived here there has never been a problem
with bike riding in our development or on Sharpley Road. Again,
we have new sidewalks from 202 to my home were just
completed about three years ago to allow pedestrians cross from
202.
I tried but was unable to get onto the October 5th Wilmapco
meeting. You would likely not want this in front of your home
either. There is safe access now. This matter needs to be taken
care of before it goes any further. I emailed Senator Sturgeon
and Rep. Krista on this matter before. Rep. Griffith told me this
was just a study but a $3000,000.00 study sounds like a serious
thing.
Speaking of money, given the current state of Delaware’s
finances, where do you think this money will come from. Please
advise me if there is a current source.

If you will not remove this from the plan, and my concerns have
not been taken seriously so far so I suspect it won’t, I want my
concerns part of the record. I also want to you to assure me that I
will be notified well in advance of any planning process if this is
ever actually considered.
I will look forward to your response and the response of my
elected officials.
Thank you.
Frank Davolos
Wilm, DE 19803

